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QUESTION 1

SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: Natalia, CFO of the Nationwide Grill restaurant
chain, had never seen her fellow executives so anxious. Last week, a data processing firm used by the company
reported that its system may have been hacked, and customer data such as 

names, addresses, and birthdays may have been compromised. Although the attempt was proven unsuccessful, the
scare has prompted several Nationwide Grill executives to Question the company\\'s privacy program at today\\'s
meeting. 

Alice, a vice president, said that the incident could have opened the door to lawsuits, potentially damaging Nationwide
Grill\\'s market position. The Chief Information Officer (CIO), Brendan, tried to assure her that even if there had been an
actual breach, the chances of a successful suit against the company were slim. But Alice remained unconvinced.
Spencer ?a former CEO and currently a senior advisor ?said that he had always warned against the use of contractors
for data processing. At the very least, he argued, they should be held contractually liable for telling customers about
any 

security incidents. In his view, Nationwide Grill should not be forced to soil the company name for a problem it did not
cause. 

One of the business development (BD) executives, Haley, then spoke, imploring everyone to see reason. "Breaches
can happen, despite organizations\\' best efforts," she remarked. "Reasonable preparedness is key." She reminded
everyone 

of the incident seven years ago when the large grocery chain Tinkerton\\'s had its financial information compromised
after a large order of Nationwide Grill frozen dinners. As a long-time BD executive with a solid understanding of
Tinkerton\\'s\\'s corporate culture, built up through many years of cultivating relationships, Haley was able to
successfully manage the company\\'s incident response. Spencer replied that acting with reason means allowing
security to be handled by the security functions within the company ?not BD staff. In a similar way, he said, Human
Resources (HR) needs to do a better job training employees to 

prevent incidents. He pointed out that Nationwide Grill employees are overwhelmed with posters, emails, and memos
from both HR and the ethics department related to the company\\'s privacy program. Both the volume and the
duplication of information means that it is often ignored altogether. 

Spencer said, "The company needs to dedicate itself to its privacy program and set regular in-person trainings for all
staff once a month." 

Alice responded that the suggestion, while well-meaning, is not practical. With many locations, local HR departments
need to have flexibility with their training schedules. 

Silently, Natalia agreed. 

Based on the scenario, Nationwide Grill needs to create better employee awareness of the company\\'s privacy program
by doing what? 

A. Varying the modes of communication. 

B. Communicating to the staff more often. 

C. Improving inter-departmental cooperation. 

D. Requiring acknowledgment of company memos. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 2

Which is NOT an influence on the privacy environment external to an organization? 

A. Management team priorities. 

B. Regulations. 

C. Consumer demand. 

D. Technological advances. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: 

Perhaps Jack Kelly should have stayed in the U.S. He enjoys a formidable reputation inside the company, Special
Handling Shipping, for his work in reforming certain "rogue" offices. Last year, news broke that a police sting operation
had revealed a drug ring operating in the Providence, Rhode Island office in the United States. Video from the office\\'s
video surveillance cameras leaked to news operations showed a drug exchange between Special Handling staff and
undercover officers. 

In the wake of this incident, Kelly had been sent to Providence to change the "hands off" culture that upper management
believed had let the criminal elements conduct their illicit transactions. After a few weeks under Kelly\\'s direction, the
office became a model of efficiency and customer service. Kelly monitored his workers\\' activities using the same
cameras that had recorded the illegal conduct of their former co-workers. 

Now Kelly has been charged with turning around the office in Cork, Ireland, another trouble spot. The company has
received numerous reports of the staff leaving the office unattended. When Kelly arrived, he found that even when
present, the staff often spent their days socializing or conducting personal business on their mobile phones. Again, he
observed their behaviors using surveillance cameras. He issued written reprimands to six staff members based on the
first day of video alone. 

Much to Kelly\\'s surprise and chagrin, he and the company are now under investigation by the Data Protection
Commissioner of Ireland for allegedly violating the privacy rights of employees. Kelly was told that the company\\'s
license for the cameras listed facility security as their main use, but he does not know why this matters. He has pointed
out to his superiors that the company\\'s training programs on privacy protection and data collection mention nothing
about surveillance video. 

You are a privacy protection consultant, hired by the company to assess this incident, report on the legal and
compliance issues, and recommend next steps. What does this example best illustrate about training requirements for
privacy protection? 

A. Training needs must be weighed against financial costs. 

B. Training on local laws must be implemented for all personnel. 

C. Training must be repeated frequently to respond to new legislation. 
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D. Training must include assessments to verify that the material is mastered. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

A Human Resources director at a company reported that a laptop containing employee payroll data was lost on the
train. Which action should the company take IMMEDIATELY? 

A. Report the theft to law enforcement 

B. Wipe the hard drive remotely 

C. Report the theft to the senior management 

D. Perform a multi-factor risk analysis 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: 

Richard McAdams recently graduated law school and decided to return to the small town of Lexington, Virginia to help
run his aging grandfather\\'s law practice. The elder McAdams desired a limited, lighter role in the practice, with the
hope that his grandson would eventually take over when he fully retires. In addition to hiring Richard, Mr. McAdams
employs two paralegals, an administrative assistant, and a part-time IT specialist who handles all of their basic
networking needs. He plans to hire more employees once Richard gets settled and assesses the office\\'s strategies for
growth. 

Immediately upon arrival, Richard was amazed at the amount of work that needed to done in order to modernize the
office, mostly in regard to the handling of clients\\' personal data. His first goal is to digitize all the records kept in file
cabinets, as many of the documents contain personally identifiable financial and medical data. Also, Richard has noticed
the massive amount of copying by the administrative assistant throughout the day, a practice that not only adds daily to
the number of files in the file cabinets, but may create security issues unless a formal policy is firmly in place Richard is
also concerned with the overuse of the communal copier/ printer located in plain view of clients who frequent the
building. Yet another area of concern is the use of the same fax machine by all of the employees. Richard hopes to
reduce its use dramatically in order to ensure that personal data receives the utmost security and protection, and
eventually move toward a strict Internet faxing policy by the year\\'s end. 

Richard expressed his concerns to his grandfather, who agreed, that updating data storage, data security, and an
overall approach to increasing the protection of personal data in all facets is necessary Mr. McAdams granted him the
freedom and authority to do so. Now Richard is not only beginning a career as an attorney, but also functioning as the
privacy officer of the small firm. Richard plans to meet with the IT employee the following day, to get insight into how the
office computer system is currently set-up and managed. As Richard begins to research more about Data Lifecycle
Management (DLM), he discovers that the law office can lower the risk of a data breach by doing what? 

A. Prioritizing the data by order of importance. 

B. Minimizing the time it takes to retrieve the sensitive data. 
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C. Reducing the volume and the type of data that is stored in its system. 

D. Increasing the number of experienced staff to code and categorize the incoming data. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

An executive for a multinational online retail company in the United States is looking for guidance in developing her
company\\'s privacy program beyond what is specifically required by law. 

What would be the most effective resource for the executive to consult? 

A. Internal auditors. 

B. Industry frameworks. 

C. Oversight organizations. 

D. Breach notifications from competitors. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: 

You lead the privacy office for a company that handles information from individuals living in several countries throughout
Europe and the Americas. You begin that morning\\'s privacy review when a contracts officer sends you a message 

asking for a phone call. The message lacks clarity and detail, but you presume that data was lost. 

When you contact the contracts officer, he tells you that he received a letter in the mail from a vendor stating that the
vendor improperly shared information about your customers. He called the vendor and confirmed that your company 

recently surveyed exactly 2000 individuals about their most recent healthcare experience and sent those surveys to the
vendor to transcribe it into a database, but the vendor forgot to encrypt the database as promised in the contract. As a 

result, the vendor has lost control of the data. 

The vendor is extremely apologetic and offers to take responsibility for sending out the notifications. They tell you they
set aside 2000 stamped postcards because that should reduce the time it takes to get the notice in the mail. One side is 

limited to their logo, but the other side is blank and they will accept whatever you want to write. You put their offer on
hold and begin to develop the text around the space constraints. You are content to let the vendor\\'s logo be associated
with 

the notification. 

The notification explains that your company recently hired a vendor to store information about their most recent
experience at St. Sebastian Hospital\\'s Clinic for Infectious Diseases. The vendor did not encrypt the information and
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no longer 

has control of it. All 2000 affected individuals are invited to sign-up for email notifications about their information. They
simply need to go to your company\\'s website and watch a quick advertisement, then provide their name, email
address, 

and month and year of birth. 

You email the incident-response council for their buy-in before 9 a.m. If anything goes wrong in this situation, you want
to diffuse the blame across your colleagues. Over the next eight hours, everyone emails their comments back and forth. 

The consultant who leads the incident-response team notes that it is his first day with the company, but he has been in
other industries for 45 years and will do his best. One of the three lawyers on the council causes the conversation to
veer 

off course, but it eventually gets back on track. At the end of the day, they vote to proceed with the notification you wrote
and use the vendor\\'s postcards. 

Shortly after the vendor mails the postcards, you learn the data was on a server that was stolen, and make the decision
to have your company offer credit monitoring services. A quick internet search finds a credit monitoring company with a 

convincing name: Credit Under Lock and Key (CRUDLOK). Your sales rep has never handled a contract for 2000
people, but develops a proposal in about a day which says CRUDLOK will: 

1.Send an enrollment invitation to everyone the day after the contract is signed. 

2.Enroll someone with just their first name and the last-4 of their national identifier. 

3.Monitor each enrollee\\'s credit for two years from the date of enrollment. 

4.Send a monthly email with their credit rating and offers for credit-related services at market rates. 

5.Charge your company 20% of the cost of any credit restoration. 

You execute the contract and the enrollment invitations are emailed to the 2000 individuals. Three days later you sit
down and document all that went well and all that could have gone better. You put it in a file to reference the next time
an 

incident occurs. 

What is the most concerning limitation of the incident-response council? 

A. You convened it to diffuse blame 

B. The council has an overabundance of attorneys 

C. It takes eight hours of emails to come to a decision 

D. The leader just joined the company as a consultant 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

An organization\\'s business continuity plan or disaster recovery plan does NOT typically include what? 
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A. Recovery time objectives. 

B. Emergency response guidelines. 

C. Statement of organizational responsibilities. 

D. Retention schedule for storage and destruction of information. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: As the Director of data protection for Consolidated
Records Corporation, you are justifiably pleased with your accomplishments so far. Your hiring was precipitated by
warnings from regulatory agencies following a series of relatively minor 

data breaches that could easily have been worse. However, you have not had a reportable incident for the three years
that you have been with the company. In fact, you consider your program a model that others in the data storage
industry 

may note in their own program development. 

You started the program at Consolidated from a jumbled mix of policies and procedures and worked toward coherence
across departments and throughout operations. You were aided along the way by the program\\'s sponsor, the vice 

president of operations, as well as by a Privacy Team that started from a clear understanding of the need for change. 

Initially, your work was greeted with little confidence or enthusiasm by the company\\'s "old guard" among both the
executive team and frontline personnel working with data and interfacing with clients. Through the use of metrics that
showed the costs not only of the breaches that had occurred, but also projections of the costs that easily could occur 

given the current state of operations, you soon had the leaders and key decision-makers largely on your side. Many of
the other employees were more resistant, but face-to-face meetings with each department and the development of a
baseline privacy training program achieved sufficient "buy-in" to begin putting the proper procedures into place. Now,
privacy protection is an accepted component of all current operations involving personal or protected data and must be
part of the end product of any process of technological development. While your approach is not systematic, it is 

fairly effective. 

You are left contemplating: 

What must be done to maintain the program and develop it beyond just a data breach prevention program? How can
you build on your success? 

What are the next action steps? 

What practice would afford the Director the most rigorous way to check on the program\\'s compliance with laws,
regulations and industry best practices? 

A. Auditing. 

B. Monitoring. 

C. Assessment. 
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D. Forensics. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a key feature of the privacy metric template adapted from the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST)? 

A. It provides suggestions about how to collect and measure data. 

B. It can be tailored to an organization\\'s particular needs. 

C. It is updated annually to reflect changes in government policy. 

D. It is focused on organizations that do business internationally. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: 

Amira is thrilled about the sudden expansion of NatGen. As the joint Chief Executive Officer (CEO) with her long-time
business partner Sadie, Amira has watched the company grow into a major competitor in the green energy market. The 

current line of products includes wind turbines, solar energy panels, and equipment for geothermal systems. A talented
team of developers means that NatGen\\'s line of products will only continue to grow. 

With the expansion, Amira and Sadie have received advice from new senior staff members brought on to help manage
the company\\'s growth. One recent suggestion has been to combine the legal and security functions of the company to 

ensure observance of privacy laws and the company\\'s own privacy policy. This sounds overly complicated to Amira,
who wants departments to be able to use, collect, store, and dispose of customer data in ways that will best suit their
needs. 

She does not want administrative oversight and complex structuring to get in the way of people doing innovative work. 

Sadie has a similar outlook. The new Chief Information Officer (CIO) has proposed what Sadie believes is an
unnecessarily long timetable for designing a new privacy program. She has assured him that NatGen will use the best
possible 

equipment for electronic storage of customer and employee data. She simply needs a list of equipment and an estimate
of its cost. But the CIO insists that many issues are necessary to consider before the company gets to that stage. 

Regardless, Sadie and Amira insist on giving employees space to do their jobs. Both CEOs want to entrust the
monitoring of employee policy compliance to low-level managers. Amira and Sadie believe these managers can adjust
the 

company privacy policy according to what works best for their particular departments. NatGen\\'s CEOs know that
flexible interpretations of the privacy policy in the name of promoting green energy would be highly unlikely to raise any 
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concerns with their customer base, as long as the data is always used in course of normal business activities. 

Perhaps what has been most perplexing to Sadie and Amira has been the CIO\\'s recommendation to institute a 

privacy compliance hotline. Sadie and Amira have relented on this point, but they hope to compromise by allowing
employees to take turns handling reports of privacy policy violations. The implementation will be easy because the
employees 

need no special preparation. They will simply have to document any concerns they hear. 

Sadie and Amira are aware that it will be challenging to stay true to their principles and guard against corporate culture
strangling creativity and employee morale. They hope that all senior staff will see the benefit of trying a unique
approach. 

What is the most likely reason the Chief Information Officer (CIO) believes that generating a list of needed IT equipment
is NOT adequate? 

A. The company needs to have policies and procedures in place to guide the purchasing decisions. 

B. The privacy notice for customers and the Business Continuity Plan (BCP) still need to be reviewed. 

C. Staff members across departments need time to review technical information concerning any new databases. 

D. Senior staff members need to first commit to adopting a minimum number of Privacy Enhancing Technologies
(PETs). 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 12

SCENARIO 

Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: 

John is the new privacy officer at the prestigious international law firm ?and;M LLP. and;M LLP is very proud of its
reputation in the practice areas of Trusts and Estates and Merger and Acquisition in both U.S. and Europe. 

During lunch with a colleague from the Information Technology department, John heard that the Head of IT, Derrick, is
about to outsource the firm\\'s email continuity service to their existing email security vendor ?MessageSafe. Being 

successful as an email hygiene vendor, MessageSafe is expanding its business by leasing cloud infrastructure from
Cloud Inc. to host email continuity service for AandM LLP. 

John is very concerned about this initiative. He recalled that MessageSafe was in the news six months ago due to a
security breach. Immediately, John did a quick research of MessageSafe\\'s previous breach and learned that the
breach was 

caused by an unintentional mistake by an IT administrator. He scheduled a meeting with Derrick to address his
concerns. 

At the meeting, Derrick emphasized that email is the primary method for the firm\\'s lawyers to communicate with clients,
thus it is critical to have the email continuity service to avoid any possible email downtime. Derrick has been using the 

anti-spam service provided by MessageSafe for five years and is very happy with the quality of service provided by
MessageSafe. In addition to the significant discount offered by MessageSafe, Derrick emphasized that he can also
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speed up 

the onboarding process since the firm already has a service contract in place with MessageSafe. The existing on-
premises email continuity solution is about to reach its end of life very soon and he doesn\\'t have the time or resource
to look for 

another solution. Furthermore, the off- premises email continuity service will only be turned on when the email service at
AandM LLP\\'s primary and secondary data centers are both down, and the email messages stored at MessageSafe site
for 

continuity service will be automatically deleted after 30 days. 

Which of the following is a TRUE statement about the relationship among the organizations? 

A. Cloud Inc. must notify AandM LLP of a data breach immediately. 

B. MessageSafe is liable if Cloud Inc. fails to protect data from AandM LLP. 

C. Cloud Inc. should enter into a data processor agreement with AandM LLP. 

D. AandM LLP\\'s service contract must be amended to list Cloud Inc. as a sub-processor. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 13

What is the main purpose in notifying data subjects of a data breach? 

A. To avoid financial penalties and legal liability 

B. To enable regulators to understand trends and developments that may shape the law 

C. To ensure organizations have accountability for the sufficiency of their security measures 

D. To allow individuals to take any actions required to protect themselves from possible consequences 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 14

SCENARIO Please use the following to answer the next QUESTION: As the Director of data protection for Consolidated
Records Corporation, you are justifiably pleased with your accomplishments so far. Your hiring was precipitated by
warnings from regulatory agencies following a series of relatively minor 

data breaches that could easily have been worse. However, you have not had a reportable incident for the three years
that you have been with the company. In fact, you consider your program a model that others in the data storage
industry 

may note in their own program development. 

You started the program at Consolidated from a jumbled mix of policies and procedures and worked toward coherence
across departments and throughout operations. You were aided along the way by the program\\'s sponsor, the vice 
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president of operations, as well as by a Privacy Team that started from a clear understanding of the need for change. 

Initially, your work was greeted with little confidence or enthusiasm by the company\\'s "old guard" among both the
executive team and frontline personnel working with data and interfacing with clients. Through the use of metrics that
showed 

the costs not only of the breaches that had occurred, but also projections of the costs that easily could occur given the
current state of operations, you soon had the leaders and key decision-makers largely on your side. Many of the other 

employees were more resistant, but face-to-face meetings with each department and the development of a baseline
privacy training program achieved sufficient "buy-in" to begin putting the proper procedures into place. 

Now, privacy protection is an accepted component of all current operations involving personal or protected data and
must be part of the end product of any process of technological development. While your approach is not systematic, it
is 

fairly effective. 

You are left contemplating: 

What must be done to maintain the program and develop it beyond just a data breach prevention program? How can
you build on your success? 

What are the next action steps? 

Which of the following would be most effectively used as a guide to a systems approach to implementing data
protection? 

A. Data Lifecycle Management Standards. 

B. United Nations Privacy Agency Standards. 

C. International Organization for Standardization 9000 Series. 

D. International Organization for Standardization 27000 Series. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.itgovernance.co.uk/blog/what-is-the-iso-27000-series-of-standards 

 

QUESTION 15

When building a data privacy program, what is a good starting point to understand the scope of privacy program
needs? 

A. Perform Data Protection Impact Assessments (DPIAs). 

B. Perform Risk Assessments 

C. Complete a Data Inventory. 

D. Review Audits. 

Correct Answer: C 
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